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Abstract
Evidence is presented that the phylogenetically older retinotectal pathway contributes to reflex orienting of visual attention in normal human subjects. The study exploited a
lateralized neuroanatomic arrangement of retinotectal pathways that distinguishes them from those of the geniculostriate
system; namely, more direct projections to the colliculus from
the temporal hemifield. Subjects were tested under monocular
viewing conditions and responded to the detection of a peripheral signal by making either a saccade to it or a choice
reaction time manual keypress. Attention was summoned by
noninformative peripheral precues, and the benefits and costs

of attention were calculated relative to a central precue condition. Both the benefits and costs of orienting attention were
greater when attention was summoned by signals in the temporal hemifield. This temporal hemifield advantage was present
for both saccade and manual responses. These findings converge with observations in patients with occipital and midbrain
lesions to show that the phylogenetically older retinotectal
pathway retains an important role in controlling visually guided
behavior; and they demonstrate the usefulness of temporalnasal hemifield asymmetries as a marker for investigating extrageniculate vision in humans. w

INTRODUCTION

of “blindsight”(Weiskrantz, 1986) in hemianopic patients
have shown that certain visual functions are preserved
when only the retinotectal pathway is available for transmitting visual input. These pathways process information
that, while not accessible to conscious awareness, can
nevertheless guide orienting responses toward the hemianopic field (Zihl & Von Carmon, 1979). Clinical and
experimental observations in patients with lesions of the
dorsal midbrain have demonstrated distinctive deficiencies in the allocation of visual attention and in visual
search (Rafal & Grimm, 1981; Fisk, Goodale, Burkhart, &
Burnett, 1982; Posner, Cohen, & Rafal, 1982; Rafal et al.,
1987). A third method of investigating extrageniculate
vision in humans, exploited in the current investigation,
is based on a lateralized neuroanatomic arrangement of
retinotectal pathways that distinguishes them from those
of the geniculostriate system; viz. an asymmetry between
input from temporal and nasal hemifields.

The encephalization of visual function in cerebral cortex
is a relatively new development in phylogeny. The geniculostriate pathway is fully developed only in mammals. In other vertebrates vision is mediated by input
through the retinotectal pathway to the superior colliculus of the midbrain. The demands of increasingly complex visual cognition presumably generated the
evolutionary pressures leading to the development of a
completely new, parallel visual pathway in mammals. In
experimental animals the neurobiologic basis for this
dramatic transition has begun to receive attention (Karten & Shimizu, 1989), as has the question of how the
“two visual systems” (Schneider, 1969) are integrated.
Recent evidence from three converging sources has
shown that extrageniculate pathways contribute to the
regulation of visually guided behavior in humans. Studies
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Figure 1. Comparison of the connections of the geniculostriate and
the retinotectal pathways. With o n e eye occluded by a patch, visual
information from the open eye is sent through both crossed and
uncrossed pathways to project equally to both striate cortices via the
geniculate bodies. In contrast the afferents from the open eye to the
midbrain are dominantly crossed and project mainly to the superior
colliculus contralateral to the open eye; moreover, these projections
are asymmetric such that the temporal visual hemifield has a greater
representation in the colliculus than does the nasal visual hemifield.
(Adapted from Stein, 1982.)

for extrageniculate contributions to orienting visual attention from the demonstration of attention deficits in
patients with midbrain degeneration, and from the study
of temporal-nasal hemifield asymmetries in orienting
attention in normal human subjects. A peripheral visual
signal has a biphasic effect on attention (Posner, Cohen,
& Rafal, 1982; Posner & Cohen, 1984; Maylor, 1985): First
attention is summoned to that location. This early facilitation then is superseded by an inhibition of return
which slows responses to signals at that location. Previous work has shown that midbrain lesions interfere both
with the initial movement of attention (Posner, Cohen,
& Rafal, 1982, Rafal et al., 1989) and with the generation
of inhibition of return (Posner, Rafal, Choate, & Vaughan,
1985). We have also shown that inhibition of return is
generated more effectively in normal humans when activated by signals in the temporal hemifield (Rafal, Calabresi, Brennan, & Sciolto, 1989).
In the current study, we show that the reflexive orienting of covert attention is more efficiently summoned
by signals presented in the temporal hemifield. Subjects
were tested with one eye patched. Thus, when the left
eye was patched signals in the right field were temporal,
and those in the left field were nasal; conversely when
the right eye was patched, the left field was temporal and
the right was nasal. Subjects were asked to make responses to visual signals presented, with equal probability, in the temporal or nasal hemifield. Attention was
manipulated by presenting, on each trial, a precue to
summon attention either to one of the two possible target
locations, or to the center of the display. This cue was a
luminance change that could reflexly summon attention,
but that did not predict the target location; that is, the
target was as likely to appear in the contralateral field as
it was at the location of the cue. Since we wanted to
examine the role of midbrain pathways in both oculomotor activation and covert attention movements, each
subject performed two tasks tested in separate blocks. In
the saccade task the subject maintained fixation at the
center of the display and, when the target appeared,
executed a saccade to it. In the covert orienting task the
subject was required to maintain fixation at the center of
the display and make no eye movements; when the target
appeared the subject made a choice reaction time (keypress) response.
In this paradigm the efficacy of the cue in summoning
attention is indexed both by a facilitation of responses
to targets at the cued location-“benefits,” and by inhibitory effects on responding to targets in the contralateral
hemifield-“costs.” Benefits are measured as a relative
facilitation of detection RT or saccade latency when the
target appears at the location of a noninformative peripheral cue (valid cue) compared with the condition
where there is a central cue. Costs are measured as a
relative slowing of response, compared to the central
cue condition, when the target appears contralateral to
a peripheral cue (invalid cue). The benefits and costs of
Rafal et al.
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The retinotectal pathway has more crossed fibers from
the contralateral eye, and the temporal hemiretina (nasal
hemifield) has a smaller direct input to the superior
colliculus (Fig. 1). In cats this pathway is almost entirely
monocular. Cats with bilateral occipital ablations in
whom extrageniculate vision is restored by intercollicular section orient only toward signals in the temporal
hemifield. In monkeys, this anatomic asymmetry is much
less complete (Wilson & Toyne, 1970; Hubel, LeVay, &
Wiesel, 1975; Pollack & Hickey, 1979; Perry & Cowy,
1984).’ Nevertheless, the hnctional relevance of this anatomic asymmetry in humans was shown by demonstrating that newborns (in whom the geniculostriate pathways
is not developed) have a strong bias to saccade to signals
in the temporal hemifield (Rothbart, Posner, & Boylan,
1991). Even in adults, the bias to saccade toward the
temporal hemifield persists under conditions of bilateral,
simultaneous stimulation (Posner & Cohen, 1980; Shulman, 1984). This hemifield asymmetry is specific to oculomotor responses; no temporal hemifield advantage
was found in a perceptual (temporal order judgment)
task (Posner & Cohen, 1980).
Our approach has been to show converging evidence

RESULTS
Mean response latencies for each cue condition (valid,
neutral, and invalid) are given in Table 2 and those for
each cue-target interval are shown in Figure 2. The results for temporal and nasal targets are plotted separately
for saccade and key press response blocks.
Responses are faster for saccade than for keypress
[F(l, 16) = 36.3,p<.OOOl], and responses are faster at
longer cue-target intervals [F(3, 48) = 48.6, p<.OOOl].
The effect of interval is greater for keypress responses
[F(3, 48) = 3.2, p<0.05]. Responses are faster for valid
cues than for neutral cues, and are slowest in the invalid
cue condition [F(2, 32) = 70.l,p<0.0001]. The effect of
cue is greater at longer cue-target intervals [F(6, 96) =
5.85, p = 0.00011. For both saccade and for keypress
responses, larger cue effects are produced when the cue
is presented in the temporal hemifield [F(2, 32) = 6.9,
p<0.005].
Figure 3 shows the costs and benefits of orienting
toward temporal and nasal cues. Costs are smaller for
eye movements than for manual responses [F(2, 32) =
6.4,p<0.005]. For both h n d s of responses, the benefits
and the costs are larger for orienting toward cues in the
temporal hemifield [F(2, 18) = 7 . 8 , =
~ 0.011.

DISCUSSION
The results show that a peripheral luminance change
summons attention to its location, and that the orienting
of attention facilitates detection of targets there while
inhibiting detection of targets elsewhere in the visual
field. The current results also confirm the findings of

Posner, Nissen, & Ogden (1978) that the effects of orienting attention are less for eye movements than for
manual responses. They extend those observations to
show that facilitatory effects of orienting attention are not
different for the two types of responses. The response
difference is restricted to the inhibitory component; that
is benefits were the same for saccade and keypress task,
but costs were greater for manual responses.
The major finding of the current study is that signals
in the temporal hemifield are more efficient in summoning attention than are signals in the nasal hemifield.
Orienting to signals in the temporal hemifield produced
both greater facilitation at the cued location and greater
inhibition in the contralateral field. This asymmetry was
found for manual responses as well as for saccades, and
indicates that there is a temporal hemifield advantage for
covert attention movements as well as for eye movements.
Neurophysiologic studies measuring selective enhancement in single unit responses have related the
superior colliculus to orienting in which monkeys make
saccades, but not in conjunction with attention movements while the eyes remain fixed (Wurtz & Mohler,
1976). It is worthwhile to consider that the reflex orienting of covert attention, as examined in the current
study, is different from the endogenous allocation of
attention that the selective enhancement paradigm is
used to identify. In that paradigm visually responsive cells
are first identified, and the experimenter then determines whether the visual response of the cell is enhanced either when the monkey must make a saccade to
the signal, or when it must strategically allocate attention
to the region of the signal to detect its dimming and to
respond with a keypress response. Wurtz and Mohler
(1976) showed that collicular units show selective enhancement in the saccade condition, but not in the covert
orienting condition. However, the kind of reflex orienting examined in the current study is rather different and
occurs even when the subject does not make any response to the cue per se. It occurs automatically when
the cue is presented.2 Note that in the selective enhancement paradigm the cells selected for study are those
which respond to visual signals. Although this response
is often construed as a “sensory” effect, it is possible that
it might reflect the kind of reflexive orienting to exogenous signals that is being examined here. In any case,
the selective enhancement effect used in neurophysiologic studies seems to be related to more endogenous
attention mechanisms; and the absence of selective en-

Table 1. Orienting to Temporal and Nasal Hemifield

Temporal Cue

Nasal Cue

Benefits

Temporal target (central cue - valid cue)

Nasal target (central cue - valid cue)

costs

Nasal target (invalid cue - central cue)

Temporal target (invalid cue
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orienting into temporal and nasal hemifield were calculated as described in Table l and compared.
It is important to note that one cannot measure the
effects of orienting to one hemifield by subtracting the
RT to targets in that field in the invalid cue condition
from RT to targets in that field in the valid cue condition.
For example, the temporal target invalid cue RT minus
the temporal target valid cue combines both the benefits
of orienting toward a valid temporal cue, and the costs
of orienting to an invalid nasal cue. The costs of orienting to the temporal hemifield are reflected in slower RTs
to targets in the nasal hemifield following an invalid
temporal cue. These must be subtracted from RTs for
nasal targets following a central cue to calculate the costs
of orienting to an invalid cue in the temporal hemifield.

Table 2. Mean Saccade Latencies and Keypress Reaction Times (Standard Deviations in Parentheses)
Ktypess RT (mec)

Saccade btency (msec)

Valid

cue

Temporal Target

Nasal Target

Temporal Target

Nasal Target

257
(57)

258
(44)

368
(71)

377
(78)

403
(73)

400
(76)

422
(79)

426

Central
cue

288

279

(51)

(100)

Invalid

297
(52)

275

cue

(80)
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Figure 2. Mean saccade latencies and key press RTs in milliseconds as a function of cue-target interval in the valid cue, invalid cue, and
central cue conditions for orienting toward the temporal and nasal hemifields.

hancement in collicular units when no saccade is made
is not evidence against a role of this structure in the kind
of reflexive orienting being considered here.
A previous study by Shulman (1984) failed to show a
statistically reliable temporal hemifield advantage for
covert attention shifts. In the current study we focused
on the early effects of cueing-within 200 msec, before
inhibition of return develops. Shulman’s experiment
used longer SQAs. Since inhibition of return is also generated more efficiently by signals in the temporal hemifield, the failure of Shulman’s study to show a temporal
hemifield advantage for covert orienting may have been
due to the cogeneration of inhibition of return with the
longer SQAs used. Also, the peripheral cues used in

Shulman’s study were predictive of the likely target location. These cues may have induced the subjects to
allocate attention endogenously using a strategic set; and
the experiment may therefore have tapped a different
kind of process than the reflexive orienting examined in
the current study. Finally, in Shulman’s (1984) experiment, the effects of cues on detection of peripheral targets were compared with detection of targets in the
center of the display.
The current finding that signals in the temporal hemifield summon covert attention more efficiently suggests
that extrageniculate midbrain pathways play a special
role in reflex orienting to exogenous signals, and converge with findings in brain injured patients to implicate
Rafal et al.
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Figure 3. Mean benefits and costs (see Table 1) for orienting toward temporal and nasal hemifields for saccade and key press tasks

retinotectal pathways in guiding orienting behavior. Rafal
and Grimm (1981) called attention to the fact that midbrain degernation in progressive supranuclear palsy
(PSP) produces not only a compromise of eye movements, but also results in a striking and distinctive global
derangement of visually guided behavior. These patients
do not orient to establish eye contact with persons who
approach them or engage them in conversation; nor do
they look down at their plate while eating, but rather
grope for their food without looking. Employing a paradigm similar to that used in the current work, Rafal et
al. (1989) showed that the peritectal pathology of this
disease slows the movement of covert attention, and that
reflexive orienting to exogenous signals may be more
affected than endogenously controlled attention movements. These results were in sharp contrast to that found
in patients with parietal injury who showed no difficulty
in moving covert attention in response to a valid spatial
cue; rather this group of patients had difficulty in disengaging attention from an invalid cue to move attention
in the contralesional direction (Posner, Walker, Friedrich,
& Rafal, 1984; Posner, Walker, Friedrich, & Rafal, 1987).
The finding that hemianopic patients with destruction
of the geniculostriate pathway can saccade to targets that
they cannot see (Zihl, 1980) also suggested that the retinotectal pathway contributes to orienting behavior. We
recently have shown a temporal hemifield advantage for
"blindsight" (Rafal et al., 1991). The functional competence of extrageniculate visual pathways in hemianopic
humans was demonstrated by showing that distractor
signals in the blind hemifield could inhibit saccades toward targets in the intact visual field. This inhibitory
effect of unseen distractors occurred only when distractors were presented in the temporal hemifield.
The current findings converge with observations in
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METHODS
Subjects and Procedures

Twenty neurologically normal adult volunteers were paid
to participate after giving informed consent. Their task
was to respond to the appearance of a large, bright target
that appeared 10" to left or right of the center of a display
screen. The subjects sat 40 cm from a black-and-white
video display which consisted of a small + sign in the
center for the subject to fixate and three boxes (unfilled
squares, each 1.8" of visual angle across): one was in the
center of the display and the other two were plotted with
their centers 10" to right and left of center. On each trial
a bright target (a large asterisk filling one of the boxes)
appeared with equal probability in one of the two peripheral boxes.
Each trial began with offset of the central fixation +
sign followed, 500 msec later, by the presentation of a
visual precue. The precue was brightening, with equal
probability, of one of the three boxes. The target followed the cue onset after an unpredictable and variable
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 50, 100, 150, or 200
msec. The precue did not predict the likely location of
the target. That is, when a peripheral box brightened,
the target was just as likely to appear in the contralateral
box as it was at the cued location. Thus, the subjects had
no incentive to orient to the precue or to maintain their
attention there. Both the precue and target remained
visible until the subject responded.
Subjects were instructed to maintain fixation at the
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hemianopic patients and patients with lesions of the midbrain to show that the phylogenetically older retinotectal
pathway retains an important role in controlling visually
guided behavior. They also provide further support for
using temporal-nasal hemifield asymmetries as a marker
for investigating the function of the retinotectal pathway
in humans. However, a temporal-nasal asymmetry may
not be specific to collicular function. Perry, Oehler, and
Cowey (1984) described nasotemporal differences in the
cell density and morphology of Pa and Pp retinal ganglion
cells that project to the lateral geniculate. Whether a
functional asymmetry is preserved in the subsequent
processing of information from these projections is not
known. A small proportion of geniculate efferents project
directly to prestriate visual cortex (Yukie & Iwai, 1981).
These pathways may mediate some residual visual function in hemianopic patients (Stoerig & Cowey, 1989);
and therefore temporal-nasal asymmetries even in hemianopics (Rafal et al., 1991) could conceivably be mediated by geniculate projections to extrastriate cortex.
For these reasons the study of extrageniculate vision in
humans can best proceed by seeking converging evidence from investigation of temporal-nasal asymmetries
in normal individuals and in patients with lesions both
of geniculostriate and retinotectal pathways.

Apparatus
An Apple 2e microcomputer controlled the display and
recorded responses. In the keypress task the subject
placed the index finger and middle finger of the right
hand on adjacent plastic keys mounted on a keyboard.
Light pressure on either key activated a microswitch that
recorded RT. In the saccade task eye position was recorded with an Eye-Trac 210 infrared scleral reflectance
recording device mounted on spectacle frames. The experimenter monitored an eye position cursor on a separate slave scope that simultaneously showed the same
display viewed by the subject. At the beginning of each
session the device was calibrated by centering the cursor
on the central fixation while the subject was looking
at it; the gain of the device was then adjusted such that
when the subject made a saccade to a target on left or
right the cursor moved to the position of the target on
the slave scope. The Eye-Trac was interfaced with a microcomputer through a device (Greg Laird Associates,
Portland, Oregon) that produced a velocity (first derivative) transformation of the Eye-Trac signal, which in turn
triggered response recording by the computer.
Stimuli were displayed in black and white on a Magnavox RGB 40 monitor. The boxes had a luminance of
4 cd/m2; the precue was brightening of this box to a
luminance of 16 cd/m2;when the target appeared within

+

the brightened box they had, together, a luminance of
26 cd/m2.
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Notes
1. For the eccentricity of 10” used in the current study, Perry
and Cowey (1984) found that the density of ganglion cells in
the nasal hemiretina is approximately twice that of the nasal
hemiretina. However, light scatter into the more peripheral
temporal crescent region (with no representation in the temporal hemiretina) may well have contributed to the asymmetric
effects reported here.
2. Recent work by Yantis and Jonides (1990) shows the need
to explore the mechanisms by which reflexive orienting of
visual attention might be inhibited under endogenous control.
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